
Appreciates Most Appreciates Least

Items to clearly follow-up on skills learned, ie follow-up 
to new math ideas, spelling words, etc. that are clear 
to children to continue on own at home

projects that take a long time and really have nothing 
to do with learning (ie book in a box, or other type of 
things where it doesn't truly help the child learn 
anything additional, only wastes time trying to piece 
together something creative). Also, it's hard to gage 
timewise with homework when the teachers don't give 
much for a while and then all the sudden the children 
are bombarded with tons of homework. The 
inconsistencies and unclear directions (combined with 
lack of communication of when tests will be) is difficult 
for both the child and the parent:(

My son unfortunately does not really appreciate 
homework. He refuses to write down his homework 
assignments that his teacher provides daily planner 
work sheets for. I reallky need his homework 
assignments e-mailed to his father and I or put on nice 
net so we can cross refrence what assignments our 
son has been given versus what he tells his father and 
I he really has.

He has the hardest time with writting report 
assignments, he absolutely dreads this. I ronically he 
has an extremely extensive vocabulary and this should 
and could be very easy for him. If he did not blow the 
assignments out of proportion, the would be super 
easy for him. I know writing is challenging for him, as a 
result he hates writing. My first step is to get him a 
typing program for him to learn how to type 
appropriately, therefore making it easier for him to put 
his thoughts on paper. I also will get an English writing 
tutor for him to teach him how easy paragraph and 
essay writting really is.

Wordly Wise Math

Identifying correct objects, tracing letters and numbers 
(Kinder)

Descriptive writing and logging of number of books 
read throughout the week. (Kinder)

Assignments that are age and grade appropriate. It is way too much in Kinder! My other children had 
less and it seems like it gets more and more each 
year. There is no reason my 5 year old should have 
more and longer homework than my older children at 
the school. That is not appropriate and is a turn off for 
school and homework. My others did not struggle this 
way. In Kinder 15 minutes a night is appropriate, not 
45 minutes or more. There is way too much writing 
and we struggle every week.

Math and reading. None, my daughter loves school and does all of her 
homework.

math sentences and fluidity reading

Math and reading Writing

online work writing

history math

She likes the reading and word search.



Appreciates Most Appreciates Least

My son really likes the reading assignments. Also, the 
math reviews, which are exercises that he already 
understands are a self esteem boost for him.

My son has trouble with the new math material that is 
given to them for homework. He gets easily frustrated 
when he cannot solve the problem by himself.

Writing math

math writing

math science

My child is in kindergarten Spanish immersion, he 
enjoys reading books, doing the practice writing 
sheets, counting worksheets, vocabulary worksheets.

Struggles with drawing pictures to go with descriptive 
writing assignments. Also struggles with "drawing" 
sequence of a story/book. He can spend over 2 hours 
trying to complete these assignments, he would prefer 
"writing" the sequence of a story.

math writing

On-line or interactive learning games Reading and math problems. I dislike the projects and 
homework projects that a child can not do themselves, 
that cost money and with 2 working parents take a day  
on a weekenk to complete a project that you know a 
chjild can not do.

Anything that utilizes creativity and where she can 
show off what' she's learned.

Lengthy rote assignments that are given as 
punishments to the whole class...

She likes the reading fluency section of her 
homework.

She does not like the drill assignment where she is 
doing the same thing over and over.

Phonics and Grammer All of it combined on top of reading 30 mins and flash 
cards takes too much time. Limit the writing. 
Sometimes in math the word problems are too 
complex for their age.

My child prefers computer based activities. With the 
new firstmath and adapted mind websites he has a 
rejuvenated interest in math.

I get a sense that he is tired of the redundancy of his 
homework assignments. Every week is the same 
package. I think it needs to be changed up to keep the 
kids engaged.

writting book club

The online homework is working great. It makes her 
excited because she gets to be on the computer.

She doesn't dislike any but just the time spent doing it 
can be rough, especially on days she is very tired!

math   writing

reading writing - but too bad!
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Computer games, reading math sheets (too repetitive)

reading, and writing math (too much)

Numbers, math puzzles, word searches, reading, art 
work

Writing sentences (kindergarten)

When the homework requires some internet search in 
order to complete.

My child indicates writing assignments are the least 
favorite; although I think her composition abilities have 
improved dramatilcally this year.

Enjoyable assignments. Assignments that don't make 
them feel overwhelmed.

Assignments that take too long. They spend all day in 
school and need time to play and be kids.

The educational websites that are suggested are 
usually the most fun, but they are optional and 
therefore take additional HW time. He enjoys writing 
IF the topic is his own choosing. He likes hands-on 
projects like experiments or puzzles rather than a 
stack of worksheets. Flashcards are fun too.

Worksheets that he's already done in the classroom 
that are repeated in the HW packet. Ideally his 
assignments would represent the areas where HE 
needs extra help, not where the rest of the class 
needs it. His unstructured free time is so minimal that 
a packet full of busy work is not efficient. I'd rather he 
spend 45 minutes practicing his weak areas rather 
than 45 minutes on a HW packet AND THEN time 
spent on weak areas.

3 kids with different homework. 2 like math homework 
the other likes projects that require art work.

Reading response and wordly wise..

none all

math repetitive writing

power point presentations, anything that involves 
looking up info on the internet or using the computer.

spelling and vocabulary assignments.

Reading time math sheets 

Loves to read! Math...and sometimes it is difficult to help them when 
we were taught different methods.

when he comes home, all he wants to do is read a 
little bit and play like a little 1st grader should

the entire homework packet is a repeat of what has 
been done in class- busy work that is a waste of time 
(1st grade)

reading, writing excessive high level math

Reading & writing Home projects/models



Appreciates Most Appreciates Least

A variety of different subjects. The same homework sheets that he says were done in 
class.

Grammar, reading Extra projects ontop of an already high weekly 
homework.

I think homework is important because it develops 
good habits that are vital once they start middle and 
high schools. I know that does not answer the 
question, but I wanted to share my opion of 
homework.

Math Writing

Math and spelling Writing responses

I'm not sure my kindergartner appreciates any of the 
homework! But I appreciate how she is building her 
skills through consistent practice with homework. Also, 
I think that she is developing important study habits at 
an early age. (That is, once you come home from 
school, you must complete your assignments before 
being allowed to play or goof off.)

Reading and research too much math homework

Creative application of concepts, homework using the 
computer, daily reading, anything challenging and 
different from the usual worksheets. She would really 
value a homework packet customized to her needs 
and her level. I know this is a lot of work, so I can 
understand why it isn't done regularly.

Worksheets! Repetition quickly kills the love of 
learning in our house. Daily fluency drills and math 
worksheets are especially unwelcome. I would like to 
see homework address a variety of learning styles with 
an equal variety of activities: some worksheet practice, 
but also the use of technology, creative projects, real-
world learning, etc. For example, math doesn't have to 
be just equations; it could involve polling friends and 
working with the results mathematically. I really 
appreciate you asking these questions!

Reading. Research and independent type projects 
that give him the opportunity to be creative while still 
learning.

worksheets and busy work.

Math Writing about what she reads

Worldly Wise Reading

projects and reading multiple worksheets with no examples or clear 
guidance

Math language arts
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math Dictation, but at the same time that's what he needs to 
practice more

writing regular paper work sheets

Reading 20 min He doesn't refuse to do something

Reading and writing Math that has not been taught in class and coming 
home for homework. Spending to much time in the 
evenings struggling through it.

math homework

Unscrambling words, Word search sentence writing

Math. I understand the importance of homework, but 
to spend my entire evening with all of my kids helping 
them with their homework, it gets overwhelming. This 
does not include their other activities, going to music, 
sports, enjoying the evening at the park or the pool. As 
kids they also need time to unwhine and enjoy the day  
without having to be "homeschooled". I'm committed 
to helping my kids but a little less worksheets would 
be better.

Too many sheets of the same thing.

its not the type of homework that is the problem, its 
the quantity.

Least appreciates the amount. My child understands 
the importance to review at home what is covered in 
class. However the amount is overwhelming that over 
time my child is only rushing to finish and not 
concentrating on learning, instead is just focusing on 
getting it done. Does not enjoy or appreciate the 
amount and even feels/expresses a DISLIKE for 
school. Which is sad. I suggest quality with balance 
over quantity. Students should enjoy school even 
homework. And should, per Michelle Obama, have 
time to be involved in after school sports or music 
since they are not doing it during school time. Sadly 
with all the homework, leaves little time to do so.

Reading math vocabulary Things that are too advanced for grade level or not 
explained clearly. Leads to lots of drama at home with 
parents and child. Directions should accommodate all 
home work along with due dates .

Creative posters / arts and crafts, things to share with 
the class

Creative writing assignments. He is in kindergarten 
and this is a long process that far exceeds his 
attention span.
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My child complains about all homework. However, he 
doesn't mind math.

Special assignments, such as social study projects. 
On a personal note, I feel that many of these projects 
end up being done by the parents.

Math work Reading for 30 minutes is always a struggle

None Writing  

math writing

math    none 

none math    

Math and spelling Reading, but it should not be negotiable

The after school "Reading Club" with Mrs. Reneé 
Jones makes homework for our Kindergarten fulfilling 
and rewarding. It provides a foundation for a 
successful future through healthy studying habits.

Math problems that are designed to be drills sentences   

math 

When there is not the same type of homework each 
day. And when it equates to the 10 minute per grade 
philosophy.

My child does not like doing work already mastered 
and feels it is a waste of time- it is challenging a a 
parent to explain why one must do homework they 
have already demonstrated mastery on. My child also 
does not like mandating homework must be done on a 
computer.

math practice, internet research to supplement 
projects

Cornell notes

Mixed homework, where writing, arts etc are 
combined.

Straight writing essays.

My child appreciates all subjects assigned. However, 
less homework that's correlated to the current lesson 
plan would be much appreciated.

Homework which has not been reviewed prior to being 
assigned.

At this point there is no homework assignments she 
appreciates. She is so overwhelmed with the amount 
of homework she is feeling burned out.

Math pages on concepts barely introduced in class. 
Also the fluency passages. It feels like the homework 
packets have become a tremendous amount of "busy 
work".

Reading and math Excessive math homework. On occasion he has had 
to get up early in the morning to complete.
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Reading and writing. Math

Standard- math, spelling, writing and reading Projects


